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JUNO – a global survey of Group B Streptococcus

Population structure

JUNO is a global GBS genomic surveillance set up to analyse data from
isolates to capture geographic and temporal diversity to inform disease
intervention strategies and to provide answers to many important questions
around key factors in GBS disease and vaccine development. Currently, JUNO
is expecting to sequence at least 10,000 GBS isolates from 61 collaborating
partners in 32 countries (Figure 1). The collection includes both carriage
(64%) and disease (36%) isolates. Of 10,289 currently selected, 17.4% (1,800)
will be sequenced locally at partner institutes (Bangladesh and India) while the
rest will be sequenced at Wellcome Sanger Institute. To date, we have
received 4,750 (46%) GBS samples, of which 2,889 (28.1%) have been
sequenced (Figure 1).

Using PopPUNK, this global dataset (n =9,823) clustered into 71
distinct lineages which correlates with 36 CCs (by geoBURST).
The majority of the population (87%; n= 8548) was captured by
the top five dominant strains, each representing 22% (n=2151),
19% (n=1883), 18% (n=1790), 14% (n=1436) and 13% (n=1289)
of the dataset and corresponding to CC1 (20%), CC17 (18%),
CC23 (17%), CC19 (12%) and CC8/12 (11%).
Figure 4. Antibiotic resistance determinants
associated with five main clusters
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Figure 1. JUNO partners per country and statistics of JUNO specific GBS
samples received and sequenced at Wellcome Sanger Institute.

Figure 2. Strain size based on number of isolates

Serotype distribution
Of 9823 genomes, 167 could not be serotyped potentially
indicating novel or rare types. Serotypes III (35.3%, n=3412), V
(16.5%, n=1595) and Ia (15.1%, 1459) were most
prevalent. Serotype III was mainly associated with PopPUNK
strains 2 and 4, serotype V with strains 1 and 4 and serotype Ia
with strains 3 and 5 (Figure 3).

For the analysis presented here we used publicly-available GBS genomes to
define strains, and investigated global distribution of serotypes, antibiotic
resistance determinants and pathogenicity.

Methods
10,164 GBS genomes were retrieved from PubMLST (June 30, 2021),
representing 36 countries across seven continents, collected between 19532020.
After quality control, 9,823 genomes were clustered using PopPUNK to
define distinct strains.
We performed in silico serotyping, resistance typing, MLST, surface
protein typing and penicillin binding protein typing using a GBS genomic
typing pipeline.
geoBURST was used to designate MLST clonal complexes (CCs).
We constructed phylogenetic trees for individual lineages and visualized
them alongside metadata using Microreact .

Figure 3. Serotype distribution in five main strains

Interactive visualizations of recombination-free phylogenetic trees linked
to geographic location for the two largest lineages in this collections can
be found at
URL1:
https://microreact.org/project/5UswuSFrRUReDpNxpgRJa2/4a5e0cd0
URL2:
https://microreact.org/project/vk6o6kykVa3qT4fBFNRm98/f53a09f1
PopPUNK Strain 1
Number of isolates: 2151
Corresponding CC: CC1 , number of STs: 194
Number of serotypes: 7 – mostly serotype V (52.9%, n=1138)
Geographic spread: 21 countries, largely from USA (n=1397, 63.9%)
Strain 1 serotype V isolates were highly macrolide resistant however, in
comparison two distinctive clades, serotype II and IV possessed less
macrolide resistance genes. Further, serotype II clade carried the same
surface antigen profile as that of serotype V isolates but serotype IV
isolates carried alp1 instead of alp2/3 and also lack PI-2a gene. Both
serotype II and IV clade isolates spread in four different continents,
North America, South America, Europe and Australia while serotype IV
clade isolates were only found in single European country - UK.
PopPUNK Strain 2
Number of isolates: 1883
Corresponding CC: CC17 , number of STs: 90
Number of serotypes: 2 – mostly serotype III (97.3%, n=1834)
Geographic spread: 22 countries – 27% from the Netherland
A serotype III clade carried maximum macrolide resistance genes, had
different pilus gene profile (lack PI-1) compared to other serotype III
strain 2 isolates. This clade was spread in 5 different continents, North
America, South America, Africa, Australia and Europe.

Antibiotic resistance determinants

Conclusion

Among the five dominant strains, strain 1 isolates, were found
to carry maximum number of macrolide and chloramphenicol
resistance determinants indicating increased multidrug
resistance property of isolates belonging to cluster 1 compared
to other clusters (Figure 4).

PopPUNK strains correspond well with MLST designations, but also
reveal important within-CC population structure that is relevant to
predicting evolutionary responses to vaccine implementation. The
existence of uncommon serotypes in dominant clusters highlighted the
potential for vaccine escape. Resistance is a key shared feature of
prevalent clusters which may contribute to the success of common
clusters and influence the progression of replacement.

